Three Ireland (Hutchison) Limited Three Prepay Weekend Wonders Week 5 (“Promotion”)

Promotion Dates: 5th November to 7th November 2021 inclusive or when the 200 Gifts are
given out whichever occurs first.

1.

2.
3.

The following terms and conditions are in addition to and form part of the terms and
conditions of the Three Service (including but not limited to those set out in the
Small Print guide Terms of Service and in the Price Guide including Prepay terms and
conditions of service, Booster terms and the terms and conditions of your Price
Plan). In the event of any conflict, these terms and conditions shall prevail.
The Promotion runs during the Promotion Dates set out above until the specified
Closing Date in Participating Outlets only.
Any instructions provided at the point-of-sale form part of the terms and conditions
of this Promotion and in the event of a conflict, these terms and conditions take
precedence.

Weekend Wonders Week 5 Promotion (5th November to 7th November 2021 inclusive)
Eligible customers are customers purchasing a Xiaomi Redmi Note 10 5G (“Eligible handset”)

from Three during the Promotion Dates (“Eligible Customers”) are to be offered a free
Xiaomi Mi Smart Band 6 (“The Gift”), subject to these terms. The Promotion is valid while
stock last and is available in Three retail stores, Three franchise stores or on three.ie only
(“Participating Outlets”).
A total of 200 units will be made available as Gifts as part of this Promotion.
There will be a limited allocation of Gifts per Three retail stores which will be offered on a
‘first come, first served base’. Gifts are not exchangeable for cash or for any other item.
Gifts will be provided to eligible customers at point of purchase (where possible) or shipped
by way of postal delivery to an address specified by the Eligible customers if the purchase
took place on Three.ie.
“free”: This is a Promotion run by Three Ireland (Hutchison) Limited trading as Three. The
goods or Gift described in this Promotion as ‘free’ are included in and are part of the
Promotion price. The amount payable by the customer under this Promotion is
consideration for all supplies of goods made under the contract.
If you return your Eligible handset further to any legal or regulatory right you must return
the Gift as well as the handset.
This Promotion is limited to a maximum of 2 Eligible Handsets per order, and/or shipping
address during the Promotion Dates. Retailers, distributors, resellers or any person who

purchases the Eligible Handset for purposes other than to be the user of the product – for
example, resale purposes – may not participate in this offer.
Three reserves the right to withdraw the Promotion either generally or in respect of any
particular customer at any time and to vary or amend any element of the Promotion at any
time without further notice and to cancel any orders in excess of the maximum permissible
order amount refunding any amounts paid by you for handsets in excess of the above order
limit.
Except as clearly stated in these Promotion terms all terms, conditions, warranties, and
representations (whether written or implied) in relation to the provision of the Promotion
are excluded to the fullest extent allowed.

